
CARRY ON
Designed to meet the
airline regulations and
to fit in the overhead
compartment

LAPTOP SLEEVE
Separately padded
laptop compartment
for secure protection

MUSIC PORT
Music device pocket
and rubberized
headphone port for
entertainment gears

BIO-HEALTH
Removable BIO-
HEALTH back panel

S-CURVE
SHOULDER PAD
S-curve shoulder
pad can reduce the
pressure of heavy
weight based on
ergonomical study

SUSPENSION STRAPS
Elastic band
suspension system
for weight
absorbance

EVA SHOULDER PAD
Lightweight and
durable EVA shoulder
pad designed for
flexibility and
ergonomical comfort

AIR CELL
SHOULDER PAD
Air cell suspension
cushion on shoulder
straps for ultra shock
absorbent protection

HYDRATION SLEEVE
Hydration sleeve and
tube exit for easier
access to water

RAIN COVER
Hidden raincover
keeps your gears dry

SPARKLING WHEEL
Soft and noiseless
magnetic wheels light
up as they spin

WHISTLE
A whistle in chest
buckle makes high
pitch sound, which
allows you to deliver
your urgent situation

20MM PU
BACK PANEL
Air-breathable mesh
with thick open cell
foam for softness and
comfort

AIR HOLE
BACK PANEL
EVA foam with
air hole designed
to increase
air-breathability

STITCHED
BACK PANEL
Different from other
cushioning system,
stitched back panel
is simple, soft and
lightweight

MOLDED BACK
PANEL
Ergonomically
engineered to fit
body’s nature
contours for the
best comfort

CELLPHONE
POCKET
Cellphone pocket
on side

WATER BOTTLE
POCKET
Water bottle
pocket for carrying
beverages

ULTRA LIGHT
Ultra lightweight bag
made with lightweight
fabrics and materials
for lighter travel

GREEN
Non-PVC materials
used to keep the
earth green

SLIP-IN SYSTEM
Slip in system allows
you to easily change
between rolling and
carrying mode and
keeps shoulder straps
neat and clean in
rolling motion

CHEST STRAP
Adjustable chest
straps on shoulder
straps are designed
to fit the pack close
to your body in order
to control heady leads
and minimize sore
shoulders

WAIST STRAP
Adjustable waist belt
designed to wrap
around your body
contours to evenly
distribute the weight
on your hips

COMPRESSION
STRAP
Compression straps
on both sides to
reduce the volume of
a partially filled pack

Value
Quality, Durability
Performance
Functionality
Creativity, Design, Identity

Innovation
Lifestyle
Experience
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JWorld has been a leading international backpack and luggage
brand offering an extensive variety of ground-breaking, and
functional yet fashionable products since 1983. Currently
available in over 25 countries, the JWorld collections have
become an international staple while earning praise and
acceptance worldwide. Our merchandise is designed in
aspiration of effectively meeting the needs and wants of our
extensive consumer markets. By making a variety of diverse
and targeted collections available, JWorld has made it
more convenient than ever in finding a product that will tailor
specifically to an individual’s needs.

Contact information:
210 S. Newman Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
TEL: (201) 996-0150
FAX: (201) 996-0151
info@jworldsport.com
www.jworldsport.com

Who We Are Our Patterns



Styled with vibrant patterns and popular cartoon characters, this
children’s collection provides an extra edge of personality that kids
crave.

• Multi-stage, t-shape locking padded handle for height
adjustment a comfortable grip.

• Lightweight design made of high density PU coated
materials and aluminum pipes

• Soft, noiseless, durable wheels provide easy, controlled
motion to ensure quiet, long lasting product life

• Fun colors and sparkling wheels that light up as they spin



With an assortment of choices and styles, this collection is mobile,
durable and fashionable to meet the particular and demanding
needs of junior high and college students. Laptop, Messenger,
Sling, and Casual styles keep personal belongings safe while
lightweight, ergonomic designs enable an active, on-the go lifestyle.
Additional features include:

• Color matched bottom molding
• Multi-stage, t-shape locking handle
• Soft, noiseless, durable wheels
• Ergonomic s-shaped adjustable shoulder strap
• Lightweight design
• Comfortable, air-meshed back panel
• Reflective tapes
• Wide padded shoulder straps and comfortable waist belt
• Children’s bags offer light-up, sparkling wheels
• Variety of Colors/Prints available
• Styles available: Laptop, Messenger, Sling, and Casual



Designed for on-the-go professionals, these bags have a classic,
professional design.

• Professional and Classic design (laptop/brief cases)
• Padded laptop sleeve
• Large Organizers for business files and paperwork
• Soft and noiseless wheels for stable and controlled motion
• Cell phone, Business cards, and pen organizer pocket
• Business Wheel–Recessed 3 stage locking handle with
push button

• Non-Leather, Water Repellent Poly, Ballistic Nylon



The new collection features hybrid, polycarbonate construction,
which is the first time this customization has been used in the
industry.

• Innovative polycarbonate technology
• Lightweight functionality and sustainable high performance
durability

• 4 corner wheels for exceptionally smooth maneuverability
• Expandable zippers
• Interior double compression straps to minimize shifting
contents

• “TSA” recognized baggage lock
• An assortment of colors and styles available



Outdoor enthusiasts of all ages can stay healthy and active with this
line of backpacks. Special compartments and breathable material
makes moving easy, whether you are hiking up a mountain, biking a
trail, or packing for a weekend competition.

• All packs possessing the trademark Sporty American Style
• High density PU coated materials and aluminum piping
provide a light weight design

• Ergonomic enhancements provide comfort and security
• Hydration sleeve
• Safety whistle built into buckle of chest strap
• Styles: Climbing, Hydration, Sports Duffle



For the tree-loving traveler, JWorld Eco is JWorld’s new, eco-friendly
collection.

• Our PVC-free products reduce pollution in the air and
water, and are biodegradable

• Eco line caters strictly to the welfare of our environment
• Whimsical patterns tie in elements of nature
• Styles: Messenger, tote, backpack


